Types of sentences

Grade 1 Grammar Worksheet

Write D, Im, In, or E beside each sentence.

1) Is the train set under the bed?  
   ________

2) The train set is under the bed.  
   ________

3) The train set is under the bed!  
   ________

4) Put the train set under the bed.  
   ________

5) Mary, walk the dog.  
   ________

6) Mary walked the dog!  
   ________

7) Did Mary walk the dog?  
   ________

8) Mary walked the dog.  
   ________

4 types of sentences:

1. Declarative – a statement
2. Imperative – a command
3. Interrogative – a question
4. Exclamatory – expresses strong feelings
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Answers

1) Is the train set under the bed?    In______
2) The train set is under the bed.    D______
3) The train set is under the bed!    E______
4) Put the train set under the bed.   Im______
5) Mary, walk the dog.               Im______
6) Mary walked the dog!              E______
7) Did Mary walk the dog?            In______
8) Mary walked the dog.              D______